Mirrored Sims Tutorial
How to Make a .CMX File for a Skin


You will need:
Notepad, Wordpad, Microsoft Word or any other text editor or program capable of saving .txt files
A Sims 1 skin without a .CMX file
A folder containing your skin


Notes:
When talking about skins for The Sims, there are three types of files that work together. In order for a skin to work, it needs all three. 
	A mesh is a 3D form of a head or a body and is always a .skn file. 

A skin is a 2D picture that covers the mesh so it looks like a Sim head or clothing and is always a .bmp file.
A CMX file is a short text file that tells the game what skin to use with what mesh and is always a .cmx file.

Sometimes, skins are distributed without CMX files, or a CMX file become separated from the skin and mesh it was made with and gets lost. It's quite simple to make a new one, although you do need to be very careful and make sure that everything is named as it should be, or else it won't work.


Steps:
Copy the .bmp and .skn files that you need to make the .cmx file for into a temporary work folder, so you can easily find them. 
	Open your text program and start a new file. Type the following and make sure you copy it exactly, except for where I've put 'Step 3' and 'Step 4'. The corresponding steps explain what goes in those spots.

// Character File. Copyright 1997, Maxis Inc.
version 300
0
1
Step 3
0
0
1
Step 4
0
0
0

	In the 'Step 3' spot, copy the name of the skin file exactly as it appears, but without the 'lgt', 'med' or 'drk' skin tone specification and also without the .bmp file extension. You can copy it directly from the file if you 'Right Click' on the file and select 'Properties'. 


	In the 'Step 4' spot, copy the name of the mesh file exactly as it appears, but without the .skn file extension. Again, you can copy it directly from the file's 'Properties' box. 


	If you have accessories as part of the skin, but with separate meshes, change the 1 in the line above the 'Step 4' spot to however many meshes you need to include, including the main mesh.


	Repeat step 4 for each accessory, listing the name of the mesh file without the .skn file extension. Put the first accessory in place of the third 0 after the main mesh filename. Put 2 zeroes (one per line) between any other mesh filenames. End the text file with 3 zeroes (one per line) after the last mesh filename.


	From the text, copy the line covered in step 3. 


	Save your text file. For the filename, paste the line you just copied from step 3. The file will save as a .txt file but that's okay. Close your text editor.


	In your work folder, 'Right Click' on your new file and select 'Rename'. You need to change the file extension from .txt to .cmx . You may get a warning about changing file extensions making the files unusable, but just ignore that if it comes up as it doesn't apply in this case.


	Move your skin, mesh and new CMX file back into your game's GameData - Skins folder and check it out in your game to make sure that your skin is now showing up there.


That's all there is to making a new CMX file. 

